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Solutions to SB100 issues about Intermitency, storage, resiliency & GHG
reduction by injection of RH2 into the NG pipeline
To express our conviction about the interest of injecting zero carbon hydrogen into the pipeline.
With the development of right policies and very much currently existing technologies, it can be
an extraordinary help to achieve the goals of SB100 for 100% renewable & zero carbon
electricity.
We are all quite aware of the need for storing energy, which is growing very strongly with the
increasing presence of renewable energies.
This need for storing is related not only to the intermittent nature of many of those renewable
energy sources,
but is also a tool to fight the loss of energy to curtailment,
to help ease the complexity of expanding distribution of energy in order to reach growing
communities
and to increase the resiliency of the energy production and distribution system as a whole.
For all the above and more, decarbonizing the pipeline by replacing an increasing % of fossil gas
with either hydrogen, methanized syngas or biogas is a required step that, in combination with
other technologies and infrastructures, must help reach the goals of SB100.
The pipeline can be seen as a huge storage and transportation system, where even an initially
small % of hydrogen can represent a great leap towards the SB100 goals
Also, the capillarity and reach of the pipeline makes it ideal to help deliver these goals
Looking into the future, the pipeline can progressively turn to be 100% hydrogen.

